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Quantitative, empirical approaches to establishing the structure of psychopathology hold promise to improve
on traditional psychiatric classification systems. The Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP)
is a framework that summarizes the substantial and growing body of quantitative evidence on the structure of
psychopathology. To achieve its aims, HiTOP must incorporate emerging research in a systematic, ongoing
fashion. In this article, we describe the historical context and grounding of the principles and procedures for
revising the HiTOP framework. Informed by strengths and shortcomings of previous classification systems,
the proposed revisions protocol is a formalized system focused around three pillars: (a) prioritizing system-
atic evaluation of quantitative evidence by a set of transparent criteria and processes, (b) balancing stability
with flexibility, and (c) promoting inclusion over gatekeeping in all aspects of the process.We detail how the
revisions protocol will be applied in practice, including the scientific and administrative aspects of the pro-
cess. Additionally, we describe areas of the HiTOP structure that will be a focus of early revisions and outline
challenges for the revisions protocol moving forward. The proposed revisions protocol is designed to ensure
that the HiTOP framework reflects the current state of scientific knowledge on the structure of psychopathol-
ogy and fulfils its potential to advance clinical research and practice.

General Scientific Summary
The Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP) aims to provide an empirically derived clas-
sification system for psychopathology. To achieve this aim, the HiTOP model needs to be able to evolve
to reflect new and new perspectives on existing data. This article explains the rationale for the principles
and procedures for revising the model.

Keywords: classification, nosology, psychopathology, psychiatry, Hierarchical Taxonomy of
Psychopathology

The Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP; Kotov
et al., 2017, 2021) is intended to be an empirically derived structure
of psychopathology. The existing HiTOP structure organizes fea-
tures of psychopathology into a series of hierarchical dimensions
ranging from narrow signs and symptoms to broad spectra according
to their patterns of covariance (see Figure 1). It was established
based on a comprehensive review of a substantial body of structural
validity evidence (Kotov et al., 2017) and has since been supported
by follow-up reviews (Kotov et al., 2020, 2021; Krueger et al., 2021;
Watson et al., 2022) and a meta-analysis (Ringwald et al., 2023).
However, to fulfil its goals, HiTOP cannot be static and must evolve
based on new data, incorporating findings from emerging research in
a systematic, ongoing fashion. After all, empirical work—especially
in a science as complex as psychopathology—is an ongoing process
rather than an endpoint.
In this article, we describe the historical context and conceptual

and empirical grounding of the principles and procedures developed
by the HiTOP Revisions Workgroup for modifying the HiTOP
model. We begin with a brief historical account of relevant
approaches to establishing the structure of psychopathology and its
classification, exploring the dual roles of classification in achieving
clinical utility and scientific accuracy and how they map onto the
validity of diagnostic constructs. We then briefly describe—in a nec-
essarily selective review—how other nosological systems have
approached revisions to existing models and developed guidelines
to integrate new information. The organizing principles and core
assumptions of the revisions process build on these rich histories
of classification and related approaches to model revision. We go
on to introduce the protocol for revising the HiTOP structure and
outline how it will be applied in practice. Finally, we describe
areas of the HiTOP model that will be a focus of early revisions
and unresolved challenges for the proposed revisions protocol.

A Brief Historical Account of Influential Approaches to
Psychopathology Classification

Though the thread of scientific classification of psychopathology
can be traced back to antiquity with Galen’s four categories of tem-
perament, multiple strands of contemporary descriptive psychopa-
thology inform HiTOP’s development and refinement (Williams
& Simms, 2020). The most notable include psychiatric classification
and the multivariate or quantitative approach to personality and psy-
chopathology (Blashfield, 1984). Psychiatric classification’s modern
history dates back only to mid-19th century attempts by European
epidemiologists and statisticians to develop an internationally appli-
cable classification of causes of death (for details, see Clark et al.,
2017). After several revisions, the resulting “International List of
Causes of Death” was eventually broadened into the International
Classification of Diseases, Injuries, and Causes of Death—known
as ICD-6 (World Health Organization [WHO], 1949)—providing
an integrated classification of morbidity and mortality to facilitate
internationally consistent reporting of health information. Shortly
after, the first version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM; American Psychiatric Association [APA],
1952) was published following several iterations of an effort to docu-
ment diagnoses in large psychiatric hospitals. There was substantial
collaboration between the WHO and the APA in developing the
ICD-8 (WHO, 1967) andDSM-II (APA, 1968), with the ICD-8 intro-
ducing “the first predominantly symptom-based modern classification
ofmental disorders,”which ultimately gave rise to the current descrip-
tive, operationalist approach to psychiatric classification (Fulford &
Sartorius, 2009, p. 30).

The DSM-III (APA, 1980) fully embodied the transition to a
descriptive, operational approach and was strongly influenced by
the psychiatric school of thought from the Washington University
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in St. Louis School of Medicine, which had produced the Feighner
Criteria (Feighner et al., 1972) and the Research Diagnostic Criteria
(Spitzer & Robins, 1978). The DSM-III represented a marked phil-
osophical shift in psychiatric nosology that ushered in the contempo-
rary zeitgeist—rejecting psychoanalytic theory and adopting a
medical model under the guise of an atheoretical diagnostic system
(Aftab & Ryznar, 2021). Specifically, the DSM-III exemplified the
full commitment to a philosophical model that typically has viewed
psychiatric diagnoses as putative natural entities (e.g., Robins &
Guzé, 1970). Although there was a strong emphasis within this sys-
tem on subjecting constructs and criteria sets to rigorous empirical
validation and iterative refinement, the core assumptions about diag-
noses and disorders reflected those of the medical model.
Developing alongside these efforts at descriptive psychiatric clas-

sification, the quantitative empirical approach emerged fromwork to

infer and describe the structures of a variety of domains of human
functioning (e.g., intelligence and personality; see Wright, 2017
for a review). The principal logic of this approach is that quantitative
techniques (e.g., latent variable modeling or cluster analysis) can be
enlisted to study patterns of co-occurrence or covariation in features
of psychopathology to infer the underlying structure of mental dis-
order. Efforts to apply the quantitative empirical approach to psycho-
pathology can be found throughout the 20th century, with some
early notable examples being Moore’s (1930, 1933), Lorr’s (1966),
and Achenbach’s work (1966, 1978). Indeed, Achenbach’s work
resulted in a thorough model that has had an influential role in the
conceptualization of developmental psychopathology (e.g., through
the Achenbach System of Empirically Based Assessment across the
lifespan; Achenbach, 2009). Similar statistical approaches have also
been used for devising, testing, and refining psychopathological

Figure 1
The Official Baseline HiTOP Framework, as Described in Kotov et al. (2017)

Note. The figure combines the information from Figures 2 and 3 in Kotov et al., as well as features described in the text. Dashed lines indicate dimensions
included as provisional aspects of the framework. Notably, the “disorders and related constructs linked to subfactors and spectra” are not formal parts of the
framework but were listed in Figure 2 in Kotov et al. “for convenience of communication” (p. 461) to identify the constructs that have been used in many studies
of the higher order dimensions. HiTOP=Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology; ADHD= attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder; GAD= generalized
anxiety disorder; IED= intermittent explosive disorder; MDD=major depressive disorder; OCD= obsessive–compulsive disorder; ODD= oppositional
defiant disorder; PD= personality disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; SAD= separation anxiety disorder. See the online article for the color ver-
sion of this figure.
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constructs with the goal of increasing construct validity, as described
below (Clark & Watson, 1995, 2019; Loevinger, 1957).
The quantitative empirical approach to psychopathology arguably

has had relatively little influence on formal psychiatric classification
systems until very recently. We are now seeing the ICD-11 (WHO,
2022) integrating dimensions in the classification of mental disor-
ders to some degree (see Rief et al., in press), and although not
fully replacing personality disorder categories, the DSM-5 (APA,
2013) incorporated a hybrid alternative model of personality disor-
ders. Looking back, in adult psychopathology, quantitative empiri-
cal efforts remained relatively isolated and uncoordinated through
the 20th century, but quickly began accumulating early in the
21st. Important influences included advances in latent variable mod-
eling techniques, cheap computing power, and large publicly funded
and available data sets. Seminal publications on the latent structure
of a subset of common mental disorders (i.e., unipolar mood, anxi-
ety, substance use, and antisocial and disruptive behavior; e.g.,
Krueger, 1999; Lahey et al., 2004) led the way and were followed
by the inclusion of psychotic/thought disorders (e.g., Kotov,
Chang, et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2013) and the personality disor-
ders (e.g., Kotov, Ruggero, et al., 2011; Markon, 2010; Wright &
Simms, 2015), providing the outlines of a truly broad structure of
adult psychopathology. These examples, and their evolution in fur-
ther studies, led to the establishment of the HiTOP model (see
Figure 1) and Consortium (Kotov et al., 2017), which coordinates
systematic efforts for using quantitative empirical approaches to
establish a valid structure of psychopathology for the improvement
of scientific and clinical use.
Despite their differences, both traditions share a descriptive focus

and are based primarily on observable or reportable signs and symp-
toms, and thus are quite similar in the breadth of psychopathology
targeted for description and their focus on phenotypic character-
ization. However, traditional psychiatric classification systems
have a long track record of development and revision, whereas the
quantitative empirical approach has only recently aspired to be a
comprehensive model. These aspirations raise the question of what
the continued development and refinement of a quantitative empiri-
cal structural model should prioritize in revision efforts. To address
this gap, the Revisions Workgroup of the HiTOP Consortium has
worked on defining priorities and principles for revising the
model, with a focus on fulfilling the multiple purposes of psychiatric
classification systems.

The Purpose of Psychopathology Classification Systems

Blashfield and Draguns (1976) summarized five principal pur-
poses of psychopathology classification: (a) to facilitate information
organization and retrieval, (b) to assist with communication, (c) to
provide a descriptive system, (d) to provide a predictive system,
and (e) to be used in and to facilitate scientific theory.1 These pur-
poses can also be abstracted to the two more general goals of clinical
utility and scientific accuracy (Kendell & Jablensky, 2003), which
have common ground but have often been framed in opposition to
each other (e.g., in the argument that even if dimensional systems
are more accurate, they are not ready to be adopted clinically because
of a lack of utility; Haeffel et al., 2022). To the extent that a nosology
serves a practical purpose, it must have clinical utility—broadly con-
strued as being helpful in organizing clinical assessment, selecting
treatment options, and communicating the nature of the problem(s)

to patients and others involved in their health care. It should also
be reliable and relatively easy to use. At the same time, scientific
accuracy is an important foundation for clinical utility; our position
is that the diagnosis and treatment decisions should follow from the
evidence on which the classification system is based. Further, scien-
tific accuracy is essential for the role classification systems play in
the formulation and funding of research questions and study designs
(Hyman, 2010).

Optimally, a good classification system can serve as an effective
guide to both science and clinical practice by facilitating the transla-
tion of research findings to patient care and providing a bridge
through common language. Further, new research findings can be
incorporated to inform the refinement of nosology as well as the
treatment selection and clinical decision-making it informs. To illus-
trate, we take an example from oncology, in which the early classi-
fications focused on location in the body (e.g., lung, liver, brain) but
are now being refined with molecular genetics (Louis et al., 2021).
Improvements in cancer treatments are expected to follow revisions
to cancer classification that have incorporated recent advances in
molecular-genetic profiling (Carbone, 2020): With a shift in organi-
zation based on new evidence, cancer diagnoses and treatments will
better align with specific mechanisms of tumor formation and func-
tioning, rather than tissue type and location within the body. The
hope is that HiTOP’s reorganization of psychopathology will have
a similar effect on our understanding of the mechanisms of psycho-
pathology and support improved clinical care.

It is also important to distinguish between pragmatic decisions
borne out of the necessity of taking clinical action versus decisions
based on scientific accuracy. These are often confused in psychiatry
and clinical psychology, where the distinction between the need for
practical cutoffs or clinical shorthand and the scientifically accurate
representation of phenomena are often blurred. Much psychopathol-
ogy research treats DSM or ICD categorical diagnoses (e.g., major
depressive disorder, schizophrenia, personality pathology) as the
phenomenon of interest as opposed to one plausible and, impor-
tantly, fallible candidate operationalization (Fried, 2022; Wright &
Ringwald, 2022).2 To the extent that these diagnoses are sufficiently
scientifically accurate constructs, this is acceptable; if not, the result
is a reification of potentially problematic diagnostic criteria and
thresholds that can hamper or misdirect psychopathology research.
Unfortunately, without a foundation of scientific accuracy the clini-
cal utility of many diagnoses is also compromised: Diagnostic cate-
gories have substantial symptom overlap (Borsboom et al., 2011;
Forbes et al., 2023; Tio et al., 2016) and natural categories seem
to be rare or nonexistent (Haslam et al., 2012, 2020), contributing
to low interrater reliability for many diagnoses (Markon et al.,
2011; Regier et al., 2013). Further, the polythetic approach to diag-
nosis (i.e., some subset of features, but not all or any necessary

1 To these five, Keeley et al. (2014) added a sixth of “socio-political func-
tions.” These may include both beneficent (e.g., promoting underserved pop-
ulations), malevolent (e.g., marginalization), or unrelated goals (e.g.,
legitimizing institutions and retaining power).

2 This need not be the case, as the commonly used example of blood pres-
sure illustrates: individual differences in blood pressure are understood to fall
along a continuum, but diagnostic guidelines have been developed for treat-
ing high blood pressure that distinguish between basic construct definitions
(e.g., blood pressure is a dimensional construct) and the clinically necessary
threshold for treatment (e.g., treatment for high blood pressure is indicated by
the categorical threshold of blood pressure .130/90).
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feature, must be present) leads to groupings of patients that have
highly heterogeneous symptom profiles (e.g., Fried & Nesse,
2015), obscuring patients’ specific symptom presentations and
reducing the clinical utility of diagnostic labels. Correspondingly,
practitioners often ignore the formal nosology in practice, suggesting
they find it to have limited utility. For example, in a global survey of
1,764 mental health professionals (predominantly psychiatrists)
50% reported that they often or routinely make initial diagnosis with-
out referring to DSM/ICD diagnostic criteria (First et al., 2018). The
HiTOP effort is based in part on the belief that the level of scientific
accuracy sets the limit on clinical utility—a construct lacking in
validity will ultimately serve as a suboptimal guide to practition-
ers—so we prioritize scientific accuracy with the expectation that
improvements in clinical utility will follow.

Defining and Constructing Validity in Psychiatric
Classification

Establishing the scientific accuracy of psychiatric classification sys-
tems is essentially the task of establishing their validity. Cronbach and
Meehl (1955) introduced the concept of construct validity, which
establishes the nature of a construct based on its nomological net-
work—the pattern of relations among elements of the construct
(e.g., symptoms assigned to the syndrome) and its links to other con-
structs (e.g., other syndromes, future outcomes, treatment response).
However, the accumulating evidence on covariation among features
of psychopathology suggests its scientific classification must go
beyond an approach that establishes separate nomological networks
for putatively independent constructs (Kotov et al., 2017). Our per-
spective is that a comprehensive classification system is integrative
and includes the ensemble of how narrow constructs (e.g., individual
features) associate to form higher order constructs, how they them-
selves associate to form broader ones (i.e., a hierarchy), and how all
are distributed among individuals (e.g., dimensionally vs. categori-
cally) and relate to other relevant and differential constructs. In
other words, the scope of construct validity in the context of psycho-
pathology classification is not the narrow validation of a single test,
but the validation of a broader system.
Returning to Blashfield and Draguns’ (1976) theory of psychiatric

classification, the purposes of serving as both a descriptive and pre-
dictive system stand out as central considerations for construct valid-
ity. An effective descriptive system requires structural validity—
including in how constructs are formed, how they relate to each
other, and how they are distributed. By contrast, a predictive system
requires not only structural validity, but also evidence of convergent,
discriminant, concurrent, etiological, and prospective (i.e., prognos-
tic) validity through the patterns of association with constructs exter-
nal to the descriptive system. The development and continued
revision of formal psychiatric classification systems, such as the
ICD and DSM, have mostly taken structural validity for granted
and focused on other forms of validity—in large part due to various
social and political pressures operating within and outside the pro-
fession of psychiatry (Blashfield et al., 2014). In the modern era
(i.e., since DSM-III), prioritizing other forms of validity over struc-
tural validity has manifested as a concern with validating established
diagnoses. In particular, the focus has been on validating diagnostic
categories against external criteria first described by Robins and
Guzé (1970), such as laboratory markers, disease trajectories over
time, and family studies.

Historically, seeking to validate diagnostic categories in this way
has been a major focus of psychiatric research (e.g., Andreasen,
1995; Kendell, 1989; Kendler, 1980; 2013). As awareness of the fre-
quent co-occurrence of distinct diagnoses grew, so did recognition of
the costs associated with not adequately establishing the structural
validity of diagnostic constructs (Kendell & Jablensky, 2003;
Zachar, 2015). In the commitment to seek out validity for psychopa-
thology and legitimacy for the field, one of the most important ques-
tions was skipped over: Are the foundational constructs structurally
valid? Specifically, are most psychiatric diagnostic categories dis-
crete constructs with natural boundaries? Ultimately the evidence
strongly suggests that the majority are not (for a review, see
Haslam et al., 2020), but this realization has not yet had a major
effect on the established approach to revising and updating the
DSM despite comprehensive consideration of other sources of valid-
ity evidence. For example, in the revision process leading toDSM-5,
the Robins and Guzé (1970) criteria were considerably revised and
expanded to include a comprehensive set of 10 indicators in three
temporal groups—antecedent, concurrent, and predictive: familial
aggregation and/or coaggregation; sociodemographic and cultural
factors; environmental risk factors; prior psychiatric history; cogni-
tive, emotional, temperament, and personality correlates; biological
markers; patterns of comorbidity; diagnostic stability; course of ill-
ness; and response to treatment (Andrews et al., 2009; Kendler,
2013).

By contrast, the process for the initial construction and inclu-
sion of diagnoses is unspecified in formal psychiatric classifica-
tion systems and therefore unsystematic and quite heterogeneous.
Accordingly, diagnoses have accumulated from a variety of
sources. Some diagnoses were developed by observing individual
patients (e.g., Alois Alzheimer describing illness in his patient
Auguste Deter, which became known as Alzheimer’s disease;
Hippius & Neundörfer, 2003). Others were proposed based on
clinical observation of a case series (e.g., Emil Kraepelin sorted
patients into dementia praecox or manic-depressive groups to
maximize the prognostic and pedagogic value of these diagnoses;
Jablensky, 2007)—with this approach even resulting in duplicate
constructs (e.g., Asperger’s syndrome and autistic disorder;
Baron-Cohen, 2015). Yet other diagnoses were designed to cap-
ture a group already identified by other disciplines (e.g.,
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder [ADHD] evolved from
efforts in education research to describe students without cogni-
tive impairment who nonetheless struggled with academic perfor-
mance at school; Mayes & Rafalovich, 2007). A variety of other
considerations have also motivated construction of new diag-
noses (e.g., constructs important in psychoanalytic theory or lob-
bying by consumer groups; Blashfield et al., 2014). Although the
DSM has certainly given some consideration to structural valid-
ity—typically in the narrow forms of the addition, deletion, or
subtyping of diagnostic categories—a wholesale consideration
of the structural validity of the system, from how signs and
symptoms reflect individual diagnoses and beyond, has not
been undertaken despite the noted problems with the current sys-
tem. Without close consideration of the structural validity of the
constructs that organize the diagnostic categories, the focus in
psychiatry on other forms of validity (e.g., etiology, prognosis,
treatment response) of diagnoses has produced mixed results as
evidenced, for example, by limited specificity in associations
with external criteria and treatment response.
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In contrast to theDSM, the quantitative empirical approach to psy-
chopathology—and by extension the HiTOP Consortium—has
expressly prioritized structural validity as a foundation, but not at
the exclusion of other forms of validity. Rather, the stated assump-
tion is that structural validity will support success in establishing pre-
dictive utility by providing more coherent and reliable targets of
inquiry. Of course, both structural and other forms of validity
need to be considered in the development and revision of any psychi-
atric classification system that aims to fulfil the roles of clinical utility
and scientific accuracy. The way that different aspects of validity are
conceptualized, constructed, and prioritized in a classification sys-
tem go on to inform the approaches to revision.

Approaches to Revision in Existing Models

With the goal of establishing HiTOP as an influential model of
psychopathology comes the need for establishing processes and pro-
cedures to revise the model. In developing our own processes, we
first sought to learn how others have approached similar tasks, and
to draw on the strengths of those approaches. For example, the pro-
cess for revising theDSM-5 is based on literature reviews to describe
the evidence for new diagnoses or changes to existing diagnostic cri-
teria to improve validity, reliability, utility, or to reduce deleterious
consequences. Proposals for DSM revisions are to be organized
around the set of validating criteria described above and must
include summary tables of each criterion for which data exist;
each row in these tables represents a study contributing evidence
with columns summarizing the sample size, methods, and results
along with a qualitative judgement of the overall methodological
strength (rated 1–5) of each study. An additional optional table is rec-
ommended for proposals, rating the degree to which data from each
criterion support the proposed change (rated 1–5). The HiTOP revi-
sion protocol draws on these features of the DSM process, though
departing in noteworthy ways as well—for example, validity is not
prioritized over improvements in reliability in HiTOP, as it is in
the DSM revision process (APA, 2021; see criteria for Type 1A
and Type 1B proposals). Further, the process for approving revisions
in HiTOP deliberately minimizes the role of social and political
forces that influenced the DSM-5 (Pilecki et al., 2011).
We also drew from the process for updating clinical practice

guidelines, which has moved toward a comprehensive, systematic,
and standardized approach in the last decade (Guyatt et al., 2011;
Steinberg et al., 2011). The first step in this process is a systematic
literature review, which is distinguished from a traditional narrative
review by specifying the review protocol in advance and sometimes
also involving a meta-analysis for statistical integration of findings.
Guidelines for constructing these protocols have been established
(Moher et al., 2009; Page et al., 2021). Next, evidence gathered in
the reviews is rated to determine confidence in conclusions. Then,
findings of reviews pertaining to different considerations involved—
namely the benefits, harms, and costs—are integrated to produce a
recommendation for clinical practice, along with a rating for the con-
fidence in this recommendation. The Grading of Recommendations
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) system was
proposed as the process for rating systematic reviews and resulting
recommendations (Balshem et al., 2011; Guyatt et al., 2011).
GRADE has become the standard in the development of practice
guidelines and considers both the internal validity of individual stud-
ies and the overall quality of the body of evidence. In this context,

internal validity refers to the degree to which the study was designed
and conducted in such a way as to answer the question at hand ade-
quately. Although developed in the context of practice guidelines,
several core characteristics of the GRADE system—in particular
the comprehensive, systematic, and standardized approach to rating
the strength of evidence and level of confidence in a recommenda-
tion—are readily adapted to the process of revising a classification
system for psychopathology, as described below.

In short, the revisions processes for the DSM-5 and for updating
clinical practice guidelines with GRADE were both influential in
the design of the HiTOP revisions protocol, which adds a strong
focus on structural validity. Whereas GRADE provides the template
for developing procedures to conduct revisions hewing closely to the
strength of the empirical evidence for or against a change, the
DSM-5’s emphasis on the validity of each construct is important
for maintaining consistency and relevance for psychiatric audiences
that may ultimately choose to use the HiTOP framework. We turn
now to introduce the HiTOP revisions protocol and its organizing
principles.

Revising the HiTOP Framework

The goal of this revisions protocol is to ensure that the HiTOP
framework reflects the state of current scientific knowledge on the
structure of psychopathology—growing and changing as new evi-
dence emerges—and to ensure that the extensions and modifications
to the model are empirically based. The revisions protocol is thus
designed as a formalized system to evaluate and incorporate new evi-
dence into the model with three core organizing principles: (a) sys-
tematic evaluation of quantitative evidence by a set of transparent
criteria and processes, (b) balancing stability with flexibility, and
(c) promoting inclusion over gatekeeping, as is described below
along with the known assumptions of the revision protocol.

The strategy for revising the HiTOP framework closely follows
the standard analytic sequence for evaluation of nomological net-
works described above; that is, first establishing structural validity
to ensure the foundation of a well-defined and reliable construct,
then evaluating other forms of validity (e.g., convergent, discrimi-
nant, concurrent, etiological, and prospective validity). Specifically,
the strategy is first to investigate covariation among individual
signs, symptoms, traits, and maladaptive behaviors—or broader
constructs at higher levels of the hierarchy—to identify coherent
constructs that are distinct to varying degrees from other constructs.
Relations among the resulting constructs are used to group narrow
constructs into broader higher order dimensions (e.g., subfactors,
spectra, or superspectra in Figure 1). Coherent constructs that
emerge through the initial focus on reliable description of pheno-
typic manifestations of psychopathology (e.g., at the level of self-
and other-reported symptoms, traits, and signs) are the focus in the
initial development of the HiTOP framework; then we proceed to
determine whether these hypothesized constructs are strengthened
or challenged when evaluating other forms of validity. Indeed, struc-
tural analyses could parse psychopathology too finely in some cases,
making distinctions that do not predict relevant external variables
differently and that therefore are not informative for understanding
and treating mental disorders. Also, existing structural data may
have methodological confounds that distort the structure (e.g., two
constructs loading together on a factor because of how they were
assessed; see Podsakoff et al., 2003). External validation of the
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constructs may reveal such shortcomings and reorient structural
research.

Organizing Principles

The first organizing principle of both the construction and revi-
sion of the HiTOP structure is to follow quantitative evidence in
developing the system, with a specific aim of curtailing decision-
making based on special interests, tradition, or politics (Krueger
et al., 2018). Naturally, evidence for or against a proposed revision
to the framework will be a matter of degree, and evaluating this evi-
dence necessarily involves value judgements by the reviewers and
committees described below.3 However, our workgroup seeks to
guard against biased decision-making to the extent possible by out-
lining criteria for reviewers and committees to evaluate evidence sys-
tematically, and establishing a transparent process by which
decisions are made based on this evidence. The intended outcome
is to minimize bias and maximize reliability in decision-making to
enable different raters to arrive independently at the same conclu-
sions based on the same evidence.
A second organizing principle reflects the need to balance stability

with flexibility: The HiTOP framework must be stable enough to
facilitate research and clinical application. For example, it is impor-
tant to avoid the need for continual updating of assessment batteries
by researchers and clinicians. At the same time, the framework needs
to be flexible enough to incorporate emerging evidence expedi-
tiously to avoid becoming a hindrance to scientific and clinical
advances. To achieve this balance, the plan is to revise the HiTOP
framework iteratively to reflect provisional or confirmed changes
as they are approved. HiTOP measures are likely to inform and be
informed by these changes to the model, and adjustments to both
the model and measures will follow as indicated. Applying consis-
tent standards of evidence to proposed changes will likewise balance
the need for rigor with the ability to incorporate new constructs.
Although initial revisions may be substantial, as discussed below,
it is likely that many smaller iterative changes will also be indicated
as components of the model are systematically evaluated.
The third organizing principle of the HiTOP revisions protocol

includes promoting inclusion rather than gatekeeping, and this is
embedded throughout the process as discussed further below. To
further guard against bias embedded in expert evaluation and con-
sensus, the revisions process also has rotating roles of authority
(e.g., Proposal Coordinator, Review Panel members).

Known Assumptions in the Revisions Protocol

The HiTOP framework’s descriptive, data-driven classification
system of psychopathology can create the erroneous impression of
a purely atheoretical and objective system. It is important to high-
light that the HiTOP framework and revisions protocol both carry
assumptions that impose constraints on the resulting model. For
example, the HiTOP framework assumes that psychopathology is
best understood via a hierarchical structure (i.e., it can be described
at various levels of generality/specificity that are nested within each
other). The hierarchical nature of the HiTOP framework is a valuable
heuristic for clinical practice and research—allowing the conceptual
mapping of psychopathology at different levels of specificity or
abstraction—but we cannot determine frommodel fit to datawhether
the data are truly hierarchical because there are many statistically

equivalent or near-equivalent models that can be fit to the same
covariance matrix (Greene et al., 2019; Markon, 2019; Mulaik &
Quartetti, 1997; Yung et al., 1999). By contrast to these untestable
assumptions, the dimensional nature of HiTOP constructs is amena-
ble to direct empirical testing and reflects current research-based evi-
dence that individual differences in nearly all domains of
psychopathology are better represented as dimensions than as cate-
gories (e.g., Haslam et al., 2020); the HiTOP framework and revi-
sions process can incorporate categorical constructs if the data so
indicate.

The revisions protocol described below also weights evidence
from latent variable models more heavily than alternative statistical
approaches, assuming that latent variable models provide inherently
stronger evidence than other approaches. The decision to do this was
because the body of evidence underpinning the HiTOP framework is
dominated by factor-analytic studies and is consistent with the dom-
inant dimensional conceptualization of psychopathology constructs
throughout the current framework. However, a reliance on factor
analysis shapes the resulting framework—for example, maintaining
the dominance of dimensions as the organizing constructs in the
framework, allowing constructs to cross-load across multiple levels
of the hierarchical structure (see Clark &Watson, 2019), partitioning
shared versus unique variance among constructs in different ways at
each level of the hierarchy (cf., Van Bork et al., 2017), and largely
relying on the idea that indicators may combine in a linear fashion
rather than an interactive or causal fashion (cf., Borsboom, 2017);
thus, limitations of factor analysis could beget limitations in the
resulting model.

Notably, although the core features of the HiTOP framework carry
known assumptions, even these assumptions are subject to revision
based on emerging methodologies and data. Moreover, there may be
“deep” assumptions that are so thoroughly embedded in our ways of
conceptualizing psychopathology that we are unaware of them. Tests
of the HiTOP framework parameterized as a statistical model (e.g.,
Ringwald et al., 2023)—rather than the schematic representation
of the literature reviewed in Kotov et al. (2017)—and in the context
of the full array of human variation may bring some of these assump-
tions to light and require fundamental revisions of the framework.

Protocol for Revising the HiTOP Framework

Wemove now to discuss the protocol itself. We first provide some
brief background, then explain the scientific side of revisions—
which entails two rubrics to score the strength of evidence from
each study relevant to a proposed revision—and the administrative
side of revisions (i.e., the process that each proposal must go
through, from inception to evaluation and final recommendation).
To aid readers in understanding the nature and roles of the individ-
uals and groups mentioned throughout this section, we have
included additional information in Table 1.

3 Of note, the HiTOP Consortium overrepresents people from privileged
groups with dominant voices in psychopathology research (e.g.,
non-Hispanic white, cisgender, non-disabled men working at research-
intensive universities in the United States; see Rodriguez-Seijas et al.,
2023). Homogeneity in reviewers’ and committees’ viewpoints is another
potential source of bias in evaluating revisions proposals, so continuing to
increase the diversity of expertise and perspectives in Consortium members
is essential.
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The HiTOP revisions protocol was developed through an iterative
process over 4 years. Mini workgroups, composed of members of
the Revisions Workgroup, piloted each iteration of the proposed
revisions processes. With each test, we found new challenges and
weaknesses, applying what we learned to the next iteration. There
were three main iterations with complete revision of the process pro-
posed at each step: (a) implementing meta-analytic structural equa-
tion modelling with study-level moderators (cf., Jak & Cheung,
2020), (b) quantifying the strength of evidence for each component
in the framework, and (c) quantifying the strength of evidence from
each study relevant to the revision being proposed. The current
approved version of the revisions protocol is V3.20 (see https://osf
.io/2g3sr), which incorporates multiple stages of input and feedback
from members of the Revisions Workgroup, the HiTOP Executive
Committee, and the HiTOP Consortium. Miriam K. Forbes led the
process of developing the revisions protocol together with Aidan
G. C. Wright. All Revisions Workgroup and Executive Committee
members approved the current version of the revisions protocol. In
the future, any changes to the protocol will be documented on the
Open Science Framework (OSF) page (https://osf.io/8h7m6/), and
the current version of the protocol will be updated and maintained
there also.
The core features of the HiTOP revisions framework align with its

organizing principles: Two scoring rubrics are used to evaluate sys-
tematically the strength of the quantitative evidence provided by
each study submitted as part of each revision proposal (see
below). Rating the degree of evidence for the revision permits a
graded approach to revising the HiTOP framework that balances
robustness and flexibility, and this process results in either con-
firmed, provisional, or no changes. Confirmed changes to the struc-
ture of the model currently require a systematic review to ensure
robustness, whereas provisional changes require only a narrative
review and sufficient supporting evidence—providing flexibility to

incorporate emerging or changing bodies of evidence quickly.
The standardized rating framework, as adapted from the GRADE
criteria (Balshem et al., 2011; Guyatt et al., 2011) described
above, provides well-defined criteria designed to ensure transpar-
ency and reliability of ratings within and between proposals.
Finally, toward the goal of promoting inclusion rather than gatekeep-
ing, the HiTOP revisions approach places minimal limits on
what data can be used to support a proposal or on who can submit
a proposal. Analyses of unpublished data and reanalysis of published
data are encouraged, which allows groups to contribute even if they
have not collected their own samples or published with their data.
There are no restrictions on who can submit a proposal; at the
same time, including one or more members of the HiTOP
Consortium may aid in familiarity with the framework and revisions
process. To reduce barriers to access, the initial letter of intent can
include an open invitation to Consortium members to join the
proposal-writing team.4 Echoing conventions from the scientific
review and publishing process, revision proposals can also be
masked prior to review to protect against bias based on characteris-
tics of the research group (e.g., career stage, institutional affiliation,
nationality, race, and gender) instead of research quality, although
strict masking of proposal authors’ identities may not always be
possible.

Each version of the HiTOP framework will be labelled with the
date of revision. We are committed to making the most current ver-
sion of the HiTOP framework publicly and freely accessible, along-
side an archive of older versions. Currently, the plan to achieve this
is to use the OSF (https://osf.io/gds3n) to document the evolution of
the framework over time, together with strategies to disseminate

Table 1
Explanations of the Individuals and Groups Described In-Text With a Role in the Revisions Process

Individual or group Role

HiTOP Consortium A formal association of approximately 200 academic researchers and clinicians working to advance the classification of
psychopathology beyond traditional diagnostic systems to aid clinical practice and mental health research. Current members are
listed at https://www.hitop-system.org/consortium-members

HiTOP Clinical Network An informal association of clinicians and clinician researchers dedicated to learning and disseminating information about the
challenges and opportunities of using a model like HiTOP in practice (see https://www.hitop-system.org/the-clinical-network
for more information)

HiTOP Trainee Listserv A listserv where trainees interested in HiTOP can register to receive updates (see https://www.hitop-system.org/trainees for more
information)

Revisions Workgroup A workgroup within the HiTOP Consortium with a charter to (a) devise best practices for validating and revising the HiTOP
structure; and (b) use these practices to guide ongoing revision of the working HiTOP model, as needed, as well as to collate
topics for clarification and future research. A list of the members can be found at https://www.hitop-system.org/revisions-
workgroup. MiriamK. Forbes and Aidan G. C.Wright (first and last authors, mentioned in text) are the chairs of the workgroup.

Executive committee The committee that oversees the HiTOP Consortium, comprising the three founders of the Consortium (Roman Kotov, Robert
F. Krueger, and David Watson) and the (co-)chairs of the 10 workgroups. Current members (n= 20) are listed at https://www.
hitop-system.org/consortium-members

Proposal Coordinator A rotating position in the Revisions Workgroup, who is the nominated contact person for all proposals for an agreed period (e.g.,
3–6 months) to facilitate the (optional) deidentification of the review process. The current Proposal Coordinator is listed at
https://www.hitop-system.org/revisions-workgroup

Review panel A group of no less than three members of the HiTOP Consortium, Clinical Network, and/or Trainee Listserv (optimally, five
to seven volunteers). Members of past Review Panels can be seen at https://bit.ly/HiTOPRevisionsOutcomes

Proposer(s) The individual or team submitting the proposal for change

Note. The organizational structure of HiTOP is evolving. Any changes in the organizational structure that affect the process described here (e.g., the
formalization of student membership in the Consortium) will be documented on our OSF page (https://osf.io/8h7m6/). HiTOP=Hierarchical Taxonomy of
Psychopathology; OSF=Open Science Framework.

4 New Consortium members are welcome and encouraged (see https://
www.hitop-system.org/get-involved-consortium).
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news of revisions to the framework (e.g., updating the figures dis-
played on HiTOP webpages, and announcing the changes to the
Consortium and on social media).

The Scientific Side of Revisions

Consistent with the focus of HiTOP on providing data-driven
description of the structure of psychopathology, the core of the
revisions protocol is a rubric designed to score the strength of
the structural validity evidence conferred by each study relevant
to a proposed revision (see Figure 2). The aim of the scoring sys-
tem, as mentioned above, is to weight and summarize the strength
of the evidence provided by a study based on its relevance to the
revision being proposed, its methodological approach, and its
results.
A study score is initially assigned based on study quality: Studies

that adopt a latent-variable modeling approach (e.g., exploratory or
confirmatory factor analysis) earning an initial grade of 6 (i.e., higher
quality), whereas those using alternative designs (e.g., reporting the
rate of overlap or correlations between constructs) receive an initial
grade of 4 (i.e., lower quality). Scores are subsequently adjusted
downward based on (a) risk of methodological biases, including
any aspects of the study design that could distort or bias its conclu-
sions (e.g., logical alternative models that were not tested, evidence
of overfitting, small sample size); and (b) inappropriate measure-
ment, including the use of measures with poor reliability or inade-
quate breadth of measurement to capture the construct(s) of
interest, which may include using categorical diagnoses rather
than dimensional measures. Likewise, scores can be adjusted
upward based on (c) relevance to the proposal, including results
that speak directly to the core question of a proposal (e.g., by mea-
suring all relevant constructs in the proposal dimensionally or
directly adjudicating between alternative model specifications); (d)
discriminant structural validity, reflecting the inclusion of suffi-
ciently diverse dimensional markers of psychopathology to permit
tests of convergence and divergence among multiple dimensions;
and (e) effect size, including the strength, consistency, and precision
of relevant statistical parameters. In the up- and downweighting of
studies’ evidence, most criteria correspond to a one-point adjust-
ment; three fundamental criteria—risk of methodological bias, inad-
equacy of measurement, and relevance to the proposal—allow for up
to a two-point adjustment to give greater weight to particularly
strong evidence in these domains. Scores are summed across all cri-
teria to yield a final study score (see Figure 2).
A similar rubric is used to weight the strength of other types of

validity evidence conferred by each study relevant to a proposed
revision (see Figure 2). Because systematic data on patterns of rela-
tions with constructs beyond those in the HiTOP framework is not
always available, evaluation of validity beyond structural validity
is an optional but strongly encouraged step.5 The literature is rated
separately for each domain of evidence being reviewed in a proposal,
drawing on the same criterion set used in developing DSM-5. These
include: the magnitude of genetic and environmental influences
from behavior genetic studies, molecular-genetic risks, specific
environmental risks, cognitive-and-emotional-processing abnormal-
ities, neural substrates, biomarkers, childhood-temperament ante-
cedents, trajectory/illness course, and treatment response (Andrews
et al., 2009). Other types of evidence can also be includedwith a ratio-
nale for their relevance to the revision proposal at hand.

As with structural validity evidence, a study score is initially
assigned based on study quality, with systematic and meta-analytic
reviews earning an initial grade of 6 (higher quality) and other stud-
ies (i.e., nonsystematic reviews and individual validity studies con-
ducted in a HiTOP framework) receiving an initial grade of 4
(lower quality). Although systematic and meta-analytic reviews
have their own limitations, their breadth affords them an advantage
over selective reviews and individual studies (Corker, 2020). Such
high-quality data are becoming increasingly common, including
genetic correlations among psychopathology constructs based on
meta-analyses of single nucleotide polymorphisms, and correlations
among neurobiological profiles of disorders based on meta-analyses
of neuroimaging data (Kochunov et al., 2022; Opel et al., 2020;
Waldman et al., 2020). However, particularly when systematic
reviews are unavailable, it will also be necessary to consider nonsys-
tematic reviews or to aggregate findings of individual studies (e.g.,
Kotov et al., 2020; Krueger et al., 2021; Watson et al., 2022).

Scores are subsequently adjusted downward based on evidence of
methodological weaknesses in the study being rated (e.g., risk of
method bias, such as evidence of substantial publication bias, selec-
tive reporting, use of categorical diagnoses rather than dimensions,
or a poorly designed validation study), or if the results do not show
patterns of convergent validity in linewith the proposal (e.g., noncon-
vergence, such as inconsistent patterns of association for constructs
within a single proposed dimension). Scores are also adjusted upward
if there is evidence for discriminant validity in line with the proposal
(e.g., patterns of association for constructs within a single proposed
dimension are different from constructs in other locations of
HiTOP). The scoring adjustments for risk ofmethod bias and noncon-
vergence can be one or two points, depending on the strength and con-
sistency of the evidence, but the points for discriminant validity are
doubled (either two or four points, depending on the strength and con-
sistency of the evidence). This is because of rampant nonspecificity
evident in patterns of external validity in the literature to date (e.g.,
Conway et al., 2019), which makes discrimination among constructs’
nomological networks particularly noteworthy validity evidence.

Notably, this process will result in separate scores for each domain
of evidence related to the proposed revision (e.g., based on the strength
of the behavior genetic vs. molecular genetic vs. biomarker evidence).
These scores may well diverge, and there is currently no plan toweight
some domains over others. The final rating of the strength of evidence
for other types of validity (i.e., beyond structural validity) supporting
the proposal is based on the robustness and convergence of results
across studies and domains. Revisions that are indicated by structural
research but clearly reduce the degree of other types of validity will
not be incorporated; rather, the disconnect between these domains of
evidence will be earmarked as high priority for further investigation.

The Administrative Side of Revisions

Prior to submitting a full proposal, researchers who plan to pro-
pose a change to the HiTOP framework (i.e., “proposers”) submit

5 Optional only if adding a construct to the model or moving a construct
that has not been validated. If the position of a construct was supported by
validity evidence in Kotov et al. (2017), the subsequent reviews of validity
evidence for HiTOP constructs (i.e., Kotov et al., 2020; Krueger et al.,
2021; Watson et al., 2022), or in revisions to the model (https://osf.io/
8h7m6/), then validity of the new position needs to be documented.
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Figure 2
An Overview of the Approach to Scoring the Strength of Evidence From
Each Study Evaluated

Note. The initial score based on study quality is adjusted upward and/or downward
based on study characteristics (adding or subtracting points), and the final score cor-
responds to an overall rating of the strength of evidence provided by the study for the
revision proposal being assessed.
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a letter of intent to the active Proposal Coordinator (see Table 1). The
letter of intent is a brief description of the proposed change and
review strategy to be sent to all HiTOP Consortium members (see
Table 1) for early feedback and suggestions for relevant research
to include in the proposal. This step is intended to help “crowd-
source” evidence to maximize the chance that all key studies are
included from the outset, minimizing the need for revisions after
the proposal is drafted, as well as to ensure that the proposers are
working from the most current version of the HiTOP framework
and revisions protocol.
Based on this feedback, the intended proposal may be withdrawn

or a full proposal can be submitted in a standardized format
(described at https://osf.io/2g3sr) to the Proposal Coordinator. The
full proposal is sent to the corresponding authors of all studies
cited in support of the proposal for a 4-week comment period to
seek input on agreement/disagreement with the studies’ evaluations,
or on the proposal overall. This step aims to include perspectives
from researchers outside of HiTOP and avoid creating an echo cham-
ber. At the same time this feedback is sought, the proposal is sent to a
Review Panel of no less than three members of the HiTOP
Consortium, HiTOP Clinical Network, and/or HiTOP Trainee
Listserv (optimally, five to seven volunteers). If more than five peo-
ple volunteer to participate on the Review Panel, panel members will
be selected with a view to maximize diversity of perspectives and
backgrounds represented on the panel. Each reviewer makes a rec-
ommendation (confirmed change, provisional change, or no change)
based on the information in the proposal, noting if/where/why they
disagree with ratings or inferences in the proposal, and sends their
detailed review and recommendation to the Proposal Coordinator.
The deidentified feedback from Consortium members on the letter
of intent and from corresponding authors of studies in the proposal
is then shared with the full Review Panel—along with the other
reviewers’ comments—and the panel meets to discuss the revision
proposal and feedback. Reviewers may make changes to their com-
ments and/or scores at this stage. Next, the Review Panel makes a
recommendation based on their scores (confirmed change with
≥75% supporting this recommendation, provisional change with
≥51% supporting a provisional or confirmed change, or no change
if ≥50% of reviewers recommend no change). A summary of the
deidentified reviewer ratings and reviews are sent with the panel rec-
ommendation to the proposers. If the recommendation differs from
the proposal, proposers have 4 weeks to submit a written appeal to
the Proposal Coordinator providing additional information or further
explication of previously submitted information that they believe
would change the end recommendation. If an appeal is submitted,
the Review Panel will discuss the appeal and affirm or revise their
recommendation.
The final approval process is designed as an iterative safety net to

protect against any problems that arise in the review process, and
against special interests resulting in the veto of a revision. The
Proposal Coordinator sends the Review Panel’s comments and rec-
ommendation together with the deidentified feedback from
Consortium members to the Revisions Workgroup and Executive
Committee (see Table 1), who have a 4-week comment period to
raise questions or concerns to be addressed by the Review Panel.
The Review Panel’s responses to any issues raised is sent to the
Executive Committee (currently n= 20) where final approval of
the decision requires a simple majority vote (currently n≥ 11) via
an online survey. If a majority vote not to approve the Review

Panel’s recommendation, the Executive Committee must provide a
detailed rationale and specify a concrete solution(s) to their concerns
with specific reference to the criteria outlined above for revisions. At
this point, the proposal team may also be contacted by the Proposal
Coordinator with a specific request for further details or evidence, if
required. The back-and-forth between the Review Panel and
Executive Committee will continue until consensus is reached,
with the explicit focus being on the quality of the empirical evidence
underlying the proposal.

When the HiTOP framework is formally revised, the final drafts of
all relevant proposals together with their outcomes will be shared
with Consortium members in the monthly email update, and with
the scientific community at large (e.g., on social media and via the
OSF page of the current model https://osf.io/8h7m6/). Proposers
are also encouraged to publish the proposal in a peer-reviewed out-
let, and any proposals that do not result in a revision are recom-
mended for further research.

Priority Areas in Revising the HiTOP Framework

Although considerable progress has been made in understanding
the empirical classification of common and uncommon forms of
psychopathology, every level of the HiTOP framework (Figure 1)
will likely require revisions to reflect new evidence since the publi-
cation of Kotov et al. (2017). For example, we expect the lower lev-
els of the framework could be substantially revised when the HiTOP
measure development project is complete (Simms et al., 2022).
Given the dearth of literature on this level—with very little evidence
on homogeneous symptom components/maladaptive traits and
empirical syndromes, particularly from studies specifically designed
for this purpose—the data from the HiTOPmeasurewill be pivotal in
this regard. Whether the very detailed levels of the structure are too
complex to identify a robust and reliable set of phenotypes is an
important empirical question for future research.

Moving up the hierarchy, further investigation of the provisional
somatoform spectrum is also required to clarify whether this dimen-
sion warrants inclusion among the core spectra in HiTOP; current
evidence is mixed as to whether somatoform is nested within a
broad internalizing dimension or forms a distinct higher-order spec-
trum (e.g., Forbes et al., 2017, 2021; Kotov, Ruggero, et al., 2011;
Krueger et al., 2003; Markon, 2010; Sellbom et al., 2021; Simms
et al., 2012). More research is needed that includes sufficient indica-
tors of the somatoform dimension, broad coverage of other domains
of psychopathology, and that tests a wide variety of potential models
on both structural and external validity criteria.

At the highest levels of the hierarchy, two new superspectra were
recently proposed—emotional dysfunction and psychosis—along-
side the externalizing superspectrum (Kotov et al., 2020, 2021;
Krueger et al., 2021; Watson et al., 2022), and these are candidates
for inclusion in an early revision of the HiTOP framework. These
broad dimensions have evidence for both structural and external
validity and could help to elucidate the upper levels of the
framework.

Finally, although traditional diagnoses are not formal parts of the
framework, most of the studies synthesized in Kotov et al. (2017)
were anchored to DSM constructs. From this perspective, it is note-
worthy that whole chapters of theDSM are not yet integrated into the
HiTOP framework (e.g., paraphilic disorders, elimination disor-
ders). Extending the breadth of the framework is a Consortium
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priority. For example, some features of autism, ADHD, and other
features traditionally described within theDSM neurodevelopmental
disorders chapter—such as social communication and learning dis-
orders—may form a distinct spectrum (Michelini et al., 2021).
Other needed revisions include clarifying the placement of symp-

toms used to diagnose DSM-5 mania, which remain provisional
aspects of the framework: Symptom-level analyses of mania criteria
indicate that most dimensions align with thought disorder (Kotov
et al., 2020), but the heterogeneity of mania criteria may require
some symptoms to fall under other spectra (e.g., internalizing, external-
izing, or as a unique mania-symptom spectrum; Carpenter et al., 2009;
Forbes et al., 2021; Stanton et al., 2019; Watson & Naragon-Gainey,
2014). Similarly, the placements of symptoms that are used to diagnose
obsessive–compulsive and related disorders and eating pathology have
been a focus in several recent studies with implications for revisions
and additions to the HiTOP framework (e.g., Cooper et al., 2023;
Dunkley et al., 2020; Faure & Forbes, 2021; Marshall et al., 2020;
Rossell et al., 2020). As research has begun to address disorder-level
heterogeneity, it has become increasingly clear that symptom compo-
nents from within one diagnosis can load on different HiTOP dimen-
sions (e.g., negative schizophrenia symptoms loading on detachment,
rather than thought disorder; Cicero et al., 2019; Kotov et al., 2022), so
more fine-grained approaches to analysis may help to advance research
in this area. A fundamental HiTOP aim is to move beyond traditional
diagnostic categories to establish the empirical structure that emerges
from quantitative analyses of comprehensive symptom-level and
trait-level measurement of psychopathology.
At the time of writing, the first official revision to the framework has

beenmade following formal approval of a proposal to change the name
of the substance abuse construct to harmful substance use (see https://
osf.io/8h7m6/ for the documentation on this proposal). Another
proposal on the potential placement of paraphilias in the framework
was submitted with a recommendation by the proposers to make no
change, based on insufficient evidence following a systematic review.
(Such “investigator opt-out [no change]” proposals are publicly docu-
mented, with explanation, in a Google Sheet here: https://bit.ly/
HiTOPRevisionsOutcomes.) Finally, a third letter of intent was sub-
mitted, but based on feedback from the broader Consortium the authors
chose not to proceed with their review and proposal.

Open Challenges

The original HiTOP framework (Kotov et al., 2017) operated on the
premise that a single model could be appropriate for all people and con-
texts. However, this premise is likely false as the structure of psychopa-
thology is not necessarily universal, in which case multiple models of
psychopathology would be needed. This challenge is empirically trac-
table and will be tested as the framework is extended into understudied
populations by the developmental and diversity, equity, and inclusion
workgroups. Much of the data leading to the original HiTOP frame-
work came from relatively homogenous white and western samples
(with some exceptions; e.g., de Jonge et al., 2018; Ivanova et al.,
2007, 2015, 2019;Krueger et al., 2003), so it is essential to test themea-
surement invariance of latent-variablemodels representingHiTOP con-
structs in samples of individuals from underrepresented groups,
life-span samples, and with regional and international diversity. To
avoid prioritizing the current HiTOP structure as a culturally universal
norm from which underrepresented groups deviate, the best fitting
structural model should be identified in each group before moving to

testing for (in)variance between groups. To the extent that any nonin-
variance extends to configural noninvariance (i.e., indicators for con-
structs vary by group), we will need to do further research to
understand why this might be the case (e.g., cultural or linguistic rea-
sons) and may need to have multiple parallel frameworks. However,
some research has begun to examine the measurement invariance of
the hierarchical structure of psychopathology across various identities,
including those defined by race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and so on,
finding promising results and highlighting the various considerations
that make such investigations critical for mental health classification
and disparities research (see Rodriguez-Seijas et al., 2023, for a
review).

A related challenge will be the emphasis in the current revisions
protocol described above on the psychometric properties of scales,
sample sizes, and replications, which could be biased against phe-
nomena such as cultural idioms of distress or structural determinants
of health, and inversely associated with sample diversity or research
in understudied populations. Interview and self-report measures
exist for some idioms of distress, but they have not been used as
extensively as measures used in western, educated, industrialized,
rich and democratic samples (Kaiser et al., 2015). Thus, there cur-
rently are fewer psychometric data available to establish the reliabil-
ity and validity of their scores. Similarly, existing samples with
marginalized and/or historically underrepresented populations may
be smaller and replications less likely to be conducted. One solution
may be to weigh the results of these studies more heavily in evalu-
ating the strength of evidence they provide for a revisions proposal
(e.g., add points if the studies are conducted in diverse samples or
understudied populations, as is currently done for other aspects of
study quality), but this approach may have the downside of over-
weighting less precise parameter estimates, which could lead to
incorrect interpretations. Thus, an effort to be inclusive could lead
to harmful overgeneralizations about understudied groups based
on too little data. The revisions protocol is in theory well positioned
to incorporate previously unarticulated constructs of psychopathol-
ogy that have particular salience for marginalized and/or historically
underrepresented populations and to create a more inclusive and cul-
turally informed model of psychopathology; however, we are still
working on how best to achieve this in practice.

It is challenging to resolve these complex issues, so changes to both
the HiTOP structure and the processes by which we revise the frame-
work remain on the agenda for the Revisions Workgroup moving for-
ward. In the meantime, it should be a priority to study large samples of
understudied populations after determining that the focal measures
have strong psychometric properties in the group of interest. This can
be done through multiple methods, including both small- and large-
scale collaborations (e.g., the psychological science accelerator;
Moshontz et al., 2018), particularly with researchers with cultural
expertise, at less resourced institutions, and/or in understudied countries
and languages, whichwill move theHiTOPenterprise into the complex
realm of translations (e.g., Beck et al., 2003; Boehnke, 2022; Tan et al.,
2020). These approaches also serve a separate function of increasing
representation of perspectives that could be invited into the HiTOP
Consortium. Increasing representation of researchers from historically
excluded groups decreases the likelihood of defaulting to
majority-group assumptions about normality (e.g., cultural-neutrality
or cultural-deficit models) and reification of a single perspective on
what constitutes “good quality evidence” when evaluating new
research (see Syed & Kathawalla, 2022 for a related discussion).
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Further, including formal representation and feedback from peoplewith
lived experience of mental illness will be essential before the frame-
work is ready for large-scale implementation in practice (Jones et al.,
2021).

Conclusion

We have taken the first steps, and it is now time to revise the
HiTOP framework substantially to incorporate the evidence that
has emerged in the past 5 years. These revisions will include expan-
sions to the coverage of psychopathology domains and changes to the
existing HiTOP structure. In making these revisions, it is essential to
the aims of thewhole endeavor that all are empirically based. Herewe
have presented the revisions protocol, which draws on a rich history
across multiple fields. By focusing on structural validity as a first step
before moving to other types of validity, we hope this systematic and
transparent approach to evaluating evidence for changes will help the
HiTOP framework to fulfill the dual purposes of a classification sys-
tem that is useful for advancing both research and practice.
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